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GeomorphologicalGeomorphological map of map of 

Italy and the verification area Italy and the verification area 

shown by the ellipse.shown by the ellipse.

This work was initially started in the frame of a 
collaboration among APAT–Dept. for Inland and Marine 
Waters Protection, the CNR–Institute of Atmospheric Science 
and Climate and the CRATI consortium. The first aim was the 
QPF verification ( Federico et al., Nuovo Cimento , 27 C, 2005) 
of two limited area models ( LAMs ), namely RAMS and MM5, 
set–up by CRATI for weather forecasting over Calabr ia. 

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

In addition,  the precipitation 
fields modelled by QBOLAM
(APAT’s forecasting system) were 
included into the intercomparison 
as well. This model was previously 
evaluated over northern Italy – 8 
months – and then considering a 
two-year dataset over Italy.

LAMs AND VERIFICATION DOMAINSLAMsLAMs AND VERIFICATION DOMAINSAND VERIFICATION DOMAINS

MM5

RAMS

QBOLAM

QBOLAM is a 10-km hydrostatic 
model operational at APAT. MM5 
and RAMS are both 6-km non-
hydrostatic models operational at 
the CRATI consortium.

Forecast fields have Forecast fields have 

been interpolated over been interpolated over 

a 0.1a 0.1°° verification verification 

domain (red area in domain (red area in 

the left panel) using the left panel) using 

remapping (remapping (Accadia et Accadia et 

al., al., WeaWea. Forecasting. Forecasting, , 

18, 200318, 2003, see the right , see the right 

panel).panel).

Schematic Schematic 

example of example of 

remapping.remapping.

Verification Verification 

domain, with a domain, with a 

0.10.1°° grid spacing.grid spacing.

On the left, geographical 
distribution of the available rain 
gauges used to verify LAMs. The 
blue shading indicates the total 
daily coverage during the 
considered 20-month period, from  
October 2000 to May 2002. The 
gridded analysis of the precipitation

Rain gauges belong to the former Italian National Rain gauges belong to the former Italian National 

Hydrographic   and Marigraphic Service (SIMN;  #73), Hydrographic   and Marigraphic Service (SIMN;  #73), 

the Regional Service of Sicily (#7) and CRATI (#4).the Regional Service of Sicily (#7) and CRATI (#4).

Time series (608 days) of the Time series (608 days) of the 

number of working rain number of working rain 

gauges during the considered gauges during the considered 

time period.time period.

OBSERVATION DESCRIPTIONOBSERVATION DESCRIPTION

field has been obtained using a two-pass Barnes pro cedure 
(Barnes, J. Appl. Meteor. , 3, 1964).

CRA results using the correlation maximization (top CRA results using the correlation maximization (top 

panels) and the MSE minimization (bottom panels), panels) and the MSE minimization (bottom panels), as as 

patternpattern--matching criteria. matching criteria. 

THE CONTIGUOUS RAIN AREA ANALYSISTHE CONTIGUOUS RAIN AREA ANALYSIS

The assessment of the agreement between observed an d 
forecast fields is obtained by employing the CRA an alysis 
(Ebert and McBride, J. Hydrol. , 239, 2000): an object-oriented 
technique based on a pattern-matching of two contig uous 
areas, observed and forecast, delimited by a chosen  isohyet
(in this case: 0.5 mm day -1). For each day, the forecast pattern 
has been shifted in lat.–lon. from −5 × 0.1º to 5 × 0. 1º. 

AN OVERALL EVALUATIONAN OVERALL EVALUATION

In order to summarize the CRA results and character ize 
the forecast spatial error over the N-E, S-E, S-W and N-W
areas, the CRA Mean Shift (CMS) index is introduced .

Despite the difference 
of the total shift number 
(shift frequencies into CMS 
are indeed normalized with 
this value!), all models show 
an average forecast shift of 
about 40 km (CMS × 0.1°).
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The contribution of each area The contribution of each area 

is obtained by calculating the is obtained by calculating the 

CMS index only over the CMS index only over the ii, , jj

pairs belonging to the area and pairs belonging to the area and 

then dividing for the total CMS.then dividing for the total CMS.

However, a slight preference for the S-E area is ob tained: 
precipitation is forecast north-westerly. The minim um average 
CRA shift is found when using the correlation maxim ization.

EXPECTED VALUE OF CMSEXPECTED VALUE OF CMS

If we consider an overall evaluation of models, all  show a 
CMS value around 4, which is not particularly good.  With the 
hypothesis of independence of the spatial displacem ent 
errors

CMS CMS as a function of the as a function of the 

standard deviation value (standard deviation value (σσ), ), 

supposing that displacements supposing that displacements 

are  Gaussian distributed.are  Gaussian distributed.

errors, we expect a Gaussian-like 
distribution. With a Gaussian 
distribution having a stand. dev. 
σ=2∆x (∆x=0.1°), we should have 
a low value of CMS (less than 2).
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